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Fashionable
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Really, you can trust me on this
Regular

We’ll Just Need a $1,496 Deposit To Get Started On These
Italic

Unquestioning
Regular

I believe your new clothes are ready, sire

You look mahvelous!
BOLD
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Now There’s Something You Don’t See Every Day
Regular

Elephant? What elephant?

Polite Fiction
ITALIC

BOLD

I’m sure those are All stares of admiration

BOLD Italic

In 18th-century England & America, Caslon fonts came to dominate printing. Hot-metal revivals in the 20th
century were legendary for readability. The letterpress printers’ adage was: “When in doubt, use Caslon.”
William Berkson drew Williams Caslon to bring this comfortably readable classic into the 21st century,
capturing in digital form the warm, lively, dark and open look at the heart of this perennial favorite; fb 2010
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Grumpy wizard made a toxic brew
for evil Queen & Jack. Lazy mover
quit the hard packing of papier-mâché jewel boxes.
Back in my quaintest gardens: a jaunty zinnia vied
with this flaunting phlox. Hark! 4,872 toxic jungle
water vipers quietly drop in upon zebras for meals!
Their new farm hand (picking just sixteen quinces)
proves strong, but lazy. For just $65, jolly housewives
made some “inexpensive” meals using only quick-frozen
vegetables. The jaded zombie, acting quaintly, kept
driving those 310 oxen forward. At my grand prix,
J. Blitzen was equally vilified for his funkiest ways.
My old grandfather spent his days quickly carving
198 wax buzzards, mostly from junk. Should Major
Douglas be expecting to take a true/false quiz very
soon? Jimmy & Zack, as the police explained,
were last seen diving headlong into a field
of 532 buttered quahogs. Fifty big juicy steaks
sizzled in a pan while the sixteen workmen left the
quarry. A mad boxer shot a few quick, gloved jabs
right to the jaw of his dizzy opponent. All of that
jukebox music puzzled those gentle visitors from a
quaint valley town. Waltz, nymphs! for quick jigs
vex poor old Bud. Just work for improved overall
basic techniques for maximizing those new typing
skills. When you & I travel back to Juarez, Mexico,
do we get to fly over picturesque Arizona? Sixteen
zippers were quickly picked from those old woven
jute bags. Murky haze enveloped the city as jarring
quakes broke just 4,026 windows. Ms. Nancy Bizal
exchanged vows with Robert D. Kumpf at Quincy
Temple. The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy
dog. Pack my box with five dozen liquor jugs. This
job works by exchanging all the pulverized quarry
fragments. This Zen monk quibbled hotly with the
perplexed juggler over facts. Excited zealots quake
with a private joy for the big money. What a vexing
fumble: to drop your jolly zucchinis into the quicksand!
O, sphinx of rich black quartz, judge my vows. The
five silly boxing wizards do jump so quickly. Doxy
with a charming buzz quaffs a vodka julep. Raving
zibet chewed off the calyxes of a pipsqueak major.
Zebra finch, lynx, and tarantulas did not stir whilst
asleep under the quiet azure sky filled with jumbled
stars. Equestrian juveniles chewed on xylem before

Grumpy old wizard made toxic brew
for evil Queens & Jacks. Lazy movers
quit hard packing of papier-mâché jewelry boxes. Back
in my quaint gardens: the jaunty zinnias vied with the
flaunting phloxes. Hark! 4,872 toxic jungle water vipers
quietly dropped in on zebras for meals! Their new farm
hand (picking just sixteen quinces) proves strongest, but
lazy. For just about $65, the jolly housewives made an
“inexpensive” meal using only quick-frozen vegetables.
The jade zombie, acting quaintly, kept on driving those
310 oxen forward. At my grandest prix, J. Blitzen was
equally vilified for his funky ways. My old grandfather
spent his day quickly carving 198 wax buzzards, mostly
from junk. Will Major Douglas be expected to take this
true/false quiz soon? Jimmy & Zack, the policeman
explained, were last seen diving into a field of
532 buttered quahogs. Fifty big juicy steaks sizzled in
a pan while the six workmen left the quarry. That mad
boxer shot several quick, gloved jabs right to the jaw of
Bold with bold italic 10 point

Grumpy wizard made toxic brews
for the evil Queen & Jacks. A Lazy
mover quit hard packing of papier-mâché jewelry
boxes. Back in my quaint gardens: a jaunty zinnia
vied with the flaunting phloxes. Hark! 4,872 toxic
jungle water vipers quietly dropped on zebras for
meals! The new farm hand (picking just sixty quinces)
proves strong, but lazy. For just $65, jolly housewives
made “inexpensive” meals using only quick-frozen
vegetables. The jade zombie, acting quaintly,
kept driving those 310 oxen forward. At my grand
prix, J. Blitzen was equally vilified for his funkiest
bold italic 10 point

Grumpy wizard made toxic brew for
evil Queen & Jacks. Lazy movers quit
the hard packing of papier-mâché jewel boxes. Back in
my quaintest gardens: the jaunty zinnia vied with this
flaunting phlox. Hark! 4,872 toxic jungle water vipers
quietly dropped in upon zebras for a meal! Their new
farm hand (picking just sixteen quinces) proves
strong, but lazy. For just $65, those jolly housewives
made us an “inexpensive” meal using only quick-frozen
vegetables. That jaded zombie, acting quaintly, kept on
driving 310 oxen forward. At my grand prix, J. Blitzen
was equally vilified for his funkiest ways. My dear old
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